
Steph savors the little things wherever she goes—like flowers in a field,
sunlight through the trees, or sounds of laughter. Moving thirty times
before she was seventeen, traversing between campgrounds, fully
furnished homes, and homeless shelters, Steph used her optimism and
grit to rise to a place of comfort, peace, and personal success. She is
now on a mission to enhance as many lives as possible and to help
humans thrive.

Her first book, Anywhere, USA is a memoir that reveals some dark sides
of a turbulent childhood while shining light and optimism at every turn.
This gripping and vulnerable coming of age story takes you from tears
to laughter through love and inspiration.

Steph founded VINE Collective in 2018. Through individual and group
coaching, retreats, public speaking, and brand work, VINE cultivates
meaningful and memorable experiences that bring forth the most
exceptional versions of each person and/or their brand. 

Steph also uses her desire for human connection, authentic
experiences, and profound growth to educate, and amplify leaders
who live through their mission, vision, and passion as host of MVP
Business Podcast.

What is a brand experience?
Why does every member of your team need to
understand, embody, and be passionate
about your mission, vision, and passion?
How any person can sabotage their life with
manifestation just as easily as they can build
it.
Why team meetings are more successful
offsite and outside.
How there is no bottom, and there is no top,
only the limits we place around ourselves.
How your life can be absolutely anything you
want it to be.

Best Selling Author, Brand & Abundance Coach,
Dreamer, & Podcast Host

Steph Silver

“Steph Silver is a skillful
speaker. Her powers of
observation, of the natural
world and of the people
around her, are deep and
original. But her real quality
is her ability to look beyond
people's surface
capabilities and actions to
understanding the reasons
they act as they do.”

What Steph Likes to Talk About:



Steph Silver

The Author
Feeling like she started adulthood from the back of
the pack, Steph spent early adulthood working with
break-neck intensity to rise into a position that made
her feel worthy. Considering her upbringing, running
an Ad Agency and working with world-class brands
felt truly remarkable. But it was when she shared
stories about her childhood with friends, who thought
her past was too wild to be true, that Steph began to
understand how chaotic her life had really been and
what a miracle it was to transcend it. 

Through writing about her life as a serial transplant, a
child of addiction, and the kid who was always
disappearing for one reason or another, Steph
realized that, paradoxically, when she wasn’t scared,
she was a naturally happy optimist and adventurer.

Now as the owner of Vine Collective, Steph is
dedicated to shining light, seeing beauty, and
helping others see their own through brand-building,
life coaching, workshops and retreats.
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